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I. Introduction  

     How to calculate TBMEs is a big issue for shell-model calculations ! 

                 Realistic vs empirical potentials 

II. SM calculations based on Gogny force 

a) sd-shell, no NNN force, modify Gogny parameters, calculate spectra… 

b) With NNN, but use existing MF Gogny parameters, calculate spectra… 

                 All results are preliminary! 

III. From realistic interaction to HF-type calculations with higher order 

corrections “Many-Body Perturbation Theory (MBPT)” 

              ab-initio,  but our calculations are preliminary yet. 

IV. Summary 



I. Introduction (our motivations) 

From realistic nuclear forces: 

Nijmegen;  Bonn;  Argonne;  JISP; 

Chiral perturbation theory (ChPT, Chiral EFT), e.g., N2LO, N3LO… 

others 

1) Renormalization from bare to effective form 

     G- matrix, SRG, Vlow-k , Okubo-Lee-Suzuki (OLS) , UCOM… 

2) No-core shell-model calculations, but limited to light nuclei 

3) With-core calculations, further renormalization needed to include excluded      

    space (including core polarization), e.g., folded diagrams (Q-box)… 

      How good quantitatively? 



From empirical TBMEs (with-core calculations) 

p-shell: CK…  

sd-shell: USD, WBP…  

pf-shell: KB3, GFPX… 

sd+pf-shell: SDPF-U…  

 

Well quantitative, BUT too many parameters (TBMEs) needed to be determined 

by fitting data. 

 

From empirical potentials to calculate TBMEs ? 

 Skyrme and Gogny, for example, have been successful in mean-field (MF) 

calculations. 

        ≈ 10 model parameters involved 

 Do these potentials work well also for SM calculations? 

 Can we use the same MF parameters for SM calculations? 

      or need readjustment specially for SM calculations? 

 Can we find “universal” parameters working for any mass regions, as in MF 

calculations? 

 



Why do we choose the Gogny force? 

1) Somebodies else have tested the Skyrme force (but this is not a reason) 

      H. Sagawa et al., PLB 159 (1985) 228:  sd-shell 18O and 36Ar  

      J.M.G. Gomez et al., NPA 551 (1993) 451:  p-shell nuclei 

  Adopted existing parameters and results are sensitive to parameter used! 

2) Compared with Skyrme, the Gogny force is finite-range,  

      which is more reasonable in physics! 

3) Only about 5 sets of Gogny parameters existing, while more than 240  

     sets of Skyrme parameters existing.   



Our motivations 

Search possibility to use Gogny to calculate TBMEs for with-core 

SM calculations of any mass regions!  

 Empirical TBMEs, too many parameters needed to be fitted! 

 Realistic forces, quantitatively good? 



II. Our SM calculations based on Gogny force  

1) We test how important the NNN force is 

 sd shell 



L 

To calculate Gogny TBMEs, we 

need to seperate wavefunction 

into spatial and spin components. 

But in shell mode code (e.g., 

NushellX), use l s coupling 

TBMEs calculations: 



HO basis in the relative coordinate space (for Gaussians finite-range and NNN) 

HO basis in the relative momentum (k) space (for spin-orbit coupling term) 



TBME calculations 

in relative coordinate space;                           for the center-of-mass space 



We found: the results are not good if we take existing parameters 

with no NNN force included. 

 

1. We refit Gogny parameters BUT still no NNN force, to test NNN. 

a) We choose the five nuclei: 18O, 18F, 20Ne, 22Na, 24Mg, fit the 

lowest level at each given spin, using Monte Carlo simulated 

annealing algorithm. 

b) Take USDB s.p. energies: d5/2= -3.9257; s1/2= -3.2079;  

       d3/2= 2.1117 MeV 

a) Adopt                                               (USDB) 



Preliminary fitting 

11 Gogny parameters fitted, while in USDB: 63 TBMEs fitted 



Preliminary 
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Preliminary 

Indication: one may obtain reasonable results with no NNN, BUT 

one has to refit the Gogny parameters. 



2) NNN force included, BUT no parameter modified, i.e., take 

existing Gogny parameters. 

In existing Gogny parameters: χ0=1 and α=1/3 

We take D1S Gogny: for sd-shell  

The density is calculated using HO basis wavefunctions, which 

is mass-dependent. 



D1S 

H. Sagawa et al., PLB 159 (1985) 228 

For 18O, only two valence neutrons, 

hence no NNN 

Preliminary 



D1S 

D1S 

NNN has to be included for SM 

calculations if one wants to use the 

existing Gogny parameters which were 

determined in MF calculations! 

? 

? 



From R. Machleidt 
Nuclear Forces - Lecture 4         

NF from EFT (CNSSS13) 
19 

Calculating the properties of light nuclei using 

chiral 2N and 3N forces  

“No-Core Shell Model 

“ Calculations by P. Navratil et al., 

LLNL 

2N (N3LO) 

force only 

2N (N3LO) 

+3N (N2LO) 

forces  



III. Realistic force for HF-type calculations with higher-order 

corrections using Many-Body Perturbation Theory (MBPT) 

Renormalization of realistic nuclear force 

G- matrix, SRG, Vlow-k , OLS, UCOM 

M.A. Hasan, J.P. Vary, P. Navratil (2004), PRC 69, 034332 

 CD-Bonn, OLS: “HF + MBPT”, corrections to 2nd order 



L. Coraggio et al. (2003) PRC 68, 034320 

 N3LO, Vlow-k: corrections to 3rd order  



R. Roth et al. (2006) PRC 73, 044312  

AV18, UCOM: corrections to 3rd order for energy,  

                                                   2nd order to radius  



Our calculations 

1. From realistic nuclear force (N3LO, JISP16) 

2. SRG renormalization 

3. Spherical Hartree-Fock firstly (which leads to the 1st order 

term) for closed-shell nuclei 

4. Using MBPT to make higher-order corrections: 2nd and 3rd 

orders to energy, and 2nd order to radius. 

 
 
 



For the ground state: 
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Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory 





Anti-Symmetrized Goldstone (ASG) diagram expansion: 

E(2) 

E(3) 



ASG diagrams for wave functions 

ψ(1) 

ψ(2) 



Density 

For ground state, the 2nd order to density includes only the 4th and 5th ASG 

diagrams of the 2nd-order wavefunction, others belong to higher order 

corrections, i.e., 



2nd order  terms 



The correction for the spurious center-of-mass motion 



NCSM with N3LO+SRG 

S.K. Bogner et al., 

arXiv0708.3754v2 (2007) 

Our MBPT with N3LO+SRG 

4He 

Both calculations without NNN 



Our calculations 

16O 



Our calculations and compared to data 

    [4] Entem and Machleidt,  

          (2003) PRC  68, 041001 

4He 

Shirokov, Vary, Mazur, 

Weber, PLB 644 (2007) 33 

JISP16 is better, because it 

reduces NNN effects, while 

our present calculations do 

not include NNN. NNN 

makes MBPT to be much 

complicated and much 

computing time consuming! 



16O 

JISP 16 vs N3LO: 

better in energy, 

worse in radius. 

 

JISP16 gives smaller 

radii at least in 4He 

and 16O 

JISP16 more 

reasonable? 



IV. Summary 

1. Apply Gogny to SM calculations 

  i) Without NNN, one has to refit Gogny parameters, indicating NNN may be  

      largely included by readjusting NN parameters in empirical calculations? 

  ii) With NNN, existing Gogny parameters work roughly for SM calculations,  

       giving chance to calculate shell-model TBMEs using Gogny.  

       NNN is important in Gogny, which has been well approved in MF models. 

2. ab-initio MBPT calculations with realistic interactions in spherical HF basis 

i) 2nd and 3rd order corrections for energy; 2nd order for radius. 

    We have calculated 4He and 16O with quite reasonable results obtained. 

ii) Open questions: NNN in MBPT? Open-shell nuclei (much challenging)? 
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